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The meeting ·was called to order at 3 .15 p.m. 

AGENDA ITEMS 33, 34, Y3, 39, 4o, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45 

46, 47, 48, 49, 51, 52 AND 53 (continued) 

Mr. MOAWAD (Democratic Yemen) (interpretation from Arabic): I should 

like to begin by extending my sincerest congratul~tions to the Chairman on his 

election to preside over this important Committee. I also take pleasure in 

congratulating the hro Vice-Chairmen and the Rapporteur. \tle are sure that this 

very fine team will give a positive direction to the work of the Committee, in 

view of the crucial importance of the items on its agenda and in view of the 

fact that our discussions can produce practical results within the framework of 

the debate, 1vhich reflect a diversity of views that,_ in some cases, dra-w close 

to the truth and in others are rather remote from it. 

Disarmament has been a cherished hope of mankind for a very long time. If 

the objectives have not been attained, it is because of the alliance. betvreen 

capitalism, imperialism, chauvinism, colonialism and neo-colonialism. After 

having waged a number of expansionist 11ars against the peoples of the world in 

order to despoil their countries 1 ·wealth, world imperialism went further by 

creating hotbe~s of tension more or less everywhere and, indeed, by provoking 

two world 1vars. 

That is v;hy today 1-TOrld op;Lnion is l<:eenly aware of the sufferings visited 

on manl~ind by the t1vo world >Jars. 'de are aware of fears in certain quarters of 

disarmament, because of special interests and ambitions and a 'dish to maintain 

the present frightening situation of imbalance by perpetuating the division of 

the uprld and creating an insecure situation 11here there is neither v;ar nor 

peace. 

The disarmament that l'lOrld imperialism is attempting to avoid will put an 

end to the fascist spirit which is beginning once again to emerge in ne1v forms. 

Among the results of the development of new ldnds of weapons is the fact that 

h-ro thirds of the globe has for nearly two centuries been under foreign 

occupation. The existence of the Zionist entity and its establishment in 
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Palestine and the establishment of the racist regimes in southern Africa are 

similar effects. The militarist spirit which prevails in the world today is 

contrary to the principles of the United Nations and to the right of mankind to 

live in peace and prosperity. Thus United States imperialism is attempting to 

conclude pacts bas~d on aggression and to establish military bases in several 

parts of the world. United States imperialism has not hesitated to test its 

weapons and equipment while attempting to impose its rule on the peoples of 

Korea, Viet Nam, Cambodia and Laos. This tendency to develop new Heapons has 

encouraged Israel, with the assistance of United States imperialism, to unleash 

four w~rs against the Arab nation of Palestine and in the other countries of the 

region. 

The arms race is continuing even at the level of the medium-sized and small 

countries. In the Middle East the Zionist entity is desperately trying to 

stocl<::pile weapons and to equip itself with a nuclear capability so as to be 

ready to declare a fifth war against the Arab peoples and to occupy still more 

territory, in violation of international law. 
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The fascist regime in South Africa obtains all kinds of assistance and 

nuclear weapons, contrary to the provisions of the non-proliferation Treaties. 

There are Asian countries which are attempting to secure military arsenals so as 

to thr~aten the Arab nations and to prevent the development and progress of the 

region. 

Disarmament is an essential objective, particularly since the increase in 

the world. population and the widening gap between the developed and developing 

countries. However, it is only just that the liquidation of colonialism and 

racism, as well as imperialism, and the establishment of a ne~ world economic 

order must take precedence over the achievement of disarmament. Practical 

measures must also be taken to prevent the manufacture of nuclear weapons, ban 

nuclear-weapon tests and impose strict international control. 

All States Members of the United Nations must ask themselves what they have 

done in regard to this matter of transcendental importance and what contribution 

they have made to the cause of world peace and to preserve mankind from the 

effects of war. 

As. a developing country, we have maintained friendly relations with all 

peoples. We have participated in a number of world conferences with a view. to 

establishing stability throughout the world. We belong to no military pact. We 

attempt to assist national ~iberation movements, progressive tendencies and forces 

desiring peace and progress. My country is sparing no effort to ensure ~hat the 

world shall move from the stage of confrontation to that of co-operation. 

We would like to make our modest contribu~ion to the success of the special 

session of the General Assembly on disarmament. We regaTd the special session 

as ccmplerren~Ary to the efforts of the Assembly's special session on raw materials, 

held in 1974. We are convinced that disarmament will redound to the benefit of 

mankind in economic and social matters and will make possible a new world based 

on mutual respect, equality and peaceful coexistence. 
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Mr. VllifCI (Italy): Since this is the first time that I am 

speaking in this Committee, I should like to associate myself with 

previous speakers in offering to you, Sir, my delegation's sincere and 

most heartfelt congratulations on your el~ction as Chairman of the First 

Committee for the thirty-second session of the General Assembly. Our 

congratulations are extended also tc the other officers of th2 Cc~mittee and 

the Rapporteur. 

This session can become one of the most important and significant 

we ever had in this chamber; and,with such a prospect, I should like to 

say, on behalf of my delegation, how gratified we are to see you, Sir, 

in the Chair and to express our warm appreciation for the G):portLn:'_ty to 

be able to worl~: with you and to benefit from your active guidance and vrise 

counsel. 

The imperative of the day - to halt and reverse the arms race - reflects 

the growing demand which all peoples throughout t..l"J.e world are openly or 

silently conveying to their leaders. Disarmament has at last become a 

universal concern. As our Secretary-General very accura-tely stressed in 

his report on the work of the Organization: 
It the United Nations cannot hope to function effectively on 

the basis of the Charter unless there is major progress in the field 

of disarmament. Hi thout such progress world order based on collective 

responsibility and international confidence cannot come into being. 

The question of disarmament lies at the heart of the problem of international 

order, for, in an environment dominated by the international arms race, 

military and strategic considerations tend to shape the over-all 

relations between States, affecting all other relations and 

transactions and disturbing the economy. 11 (A/32/l, p. 12) 

There is hardly anyone in this room who would not agree with such a 

far-sighted view. 

Italy on its part has always considered as rrnst unsatisfactory the arms 

race, the balance of terror and the perilous balance of forces on which world 

peace now rests. 

Indeed, we must raise our voices against the prospect of seeking balances 

of military stability at progressively higher levels of weapon-capacity - a 

prospect which is tragic per se and ;·rhich must be changed in the awareness 
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that a balance of forces could te achieved today at levels much less 

oppressive for all. It is high time that the arms race be called to task 

for its serious diversion of resources from essential vital needs, the 

more so when annual global military spending has already surpassed the 

$300 billion mark, imposing thereby an absurd burden on the world economy 

and raising ever greater obstacles to the development of so many - too many -

countries. 

Recent developments in military technology have led to the increasing 

stockpiling of ever more complex and menacing weapons, both strategic and 

conventional. The international community is in fact engaged in a race 

against time, between diplomacy and military technology - a race in which 

the odds seem stacked against the negotiators. 

Italy has always on every possible occasion, bilaterally and multilaterally, 

done its utmost to improve its relations with the outside world and to 

restore thereby an atmosphere of co-operation and trust in its own 

region, and extending this spirit to the international community as a 

whole. The Italian Republic has, since the beginning of its work 

in the United Nations, pledged itself fully - in accordance with the 

peaceful tradition of our people and the leading principles of our 

Constitution and foreign policy - to a cause which is becoming the most 

urgent task of our time. 

Here and in other disarmament forums, including the Conference of the 

Committee on Disarmament, Italy has always lent its active support and made 

a substantive contribution to the efforts to reduce international tension, 

to curb the arms race and to build the foundations of a. new society based 

on peace, security and well-being. 

Against that background we ta.ke some comfort in the forthcoming special 

session of the General Assembly devoted to disarmament, which should act as 

a catalyst to continued arms control and disarmament negotiations and 

should inspire each and every country to make an effective contribution 

to disarmament. This is especially crucial for the major military Powers, 

which bear a special responsibility in the efforts to create a climate of 
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genuine trust and good fai'\h and '\o define the rules and restraints necessary 

to ensure the ultimate goal of a largely weapon-free and effectively secure 

world. 

In that context, Italy warmly welcomed the initiative leading to 

the adoption of Gene~el Assembly resolution 31/189 convening the special session and 

was glad to join in sponsoring it. That timely and important decision 

will lead to the broa.dest gathering ever convened for an in-depth appraisal 

of the disa.rmament issues. 
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My delegation has taken an active part in the work of the first three 

sessions of the Preparatory Committee, of which Italy is a member, and we 

have been favourably impressed by the businesslike atmosphere and the 

spirit of compromise permeating the discussions. 

The draft agenda proposed by the Preparatory Committee for the 

special session seems to my delegation to be very positive and "17ell-balanced. 

We intend to do our best ip order to contribute to the success of the session, 

as my Foreign Minister, Mr. Arnalda Forlani, reiterated yesterday in the 

Italian Senate. With this purpose in mind I wish to supmit for the 

consideration of the Committee our views on the subject. 

The proposed adoption of a decJ aration on disarmament, a manifesto 

stating the firm commitment of States to the cause of disarmament and 

outlining the basic principles of future activities would, in our opinion, 

guide and inspire the international community's endeavours towards the 

final goal of general. and complete disarmament under strict and effective 

international control. 

My Government has voiced repeatedly over the years, here and in other 

forums, the necessity for a comprehensive and balanced programme of action 

specifying the priorities and key steps of a gradual disarmament process. 

Ue note with pleasure that such an approach has been set apart as a s-pecial 

item in the draft agepda suggested for this special session by the 

Preparatory Committee. 

The Italian Government is willing to give this issue special consideration 

in order to make possible the preparation and adoption of a,programme of action 

realistic in its aims and well structured in its components. 

At this point we should like to share with the Committee some preliminary 

ideas on the f~amework for a comprehensive programme of global negotiations 

on disarmament. 

The United Nations should be - and. in fact is, despite certain inevitable 

short-comings -an instrument for peace. In order that the United Nations 

may strengthen its role it is essential that the documents. to be adopted at 

the special session state the specific goals to be achieved. These goals will 

have to be incorporated in a structural policy aimed at putting an end to the 

present underlying causes of instability. 
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Starting from this assumption, a global programme of disarmament should 

be based on the following general principles. 

First, negotiations,on disarmament are essential for peace and have 

widespread repercussions. Although they may be influenced by international 

events, they cannot fail to constitute a dynamic an~ positive factor in 

the evolution of the political situation as a whole. 

Secondly, the great majority of States have expressed their determination 

to proceed along the twin patps of general and complete disarmament and the 

adoption of specific measures. The two issues are closely linked and the 

aim of futur~ negotiations on disarmament should be to combine them 

harmoniously. 

Thirdly, through efforts which have been continuing for more than a 

quarter of a century the United Nations and the Conference of the Committee 

on Disarmament have definitely made some progress in the disarmament field 

by establishing specific agreements and by adopting an important series of 

principles which form, so to speak, the charter of disarmament - for example, 

the principles approved on ~J De~ember 1961 and adopted by the General 

Assembly in resolution 1722 (XVI). 

Fourthly, in order to prevent the disarmament process from creating 

imbalances or strengthening positions of privilege it will be necessary to 

adopt collective security measures and to carry out the strictest possible 

verification. 

Fifthly, any programme of negotiations on disarmament should be 

coherently and globally planned and should be so ~onceived as to provide 

the international community with clear guidelines. The disarmament process 

will then be able to follow a rational course from its initial or priority 

stages to its final culmination,: general and complete disarmament under 

effective international control. 

In order to achieve wide acceptance the programme envisaged by my 

Government wil~ attempt to strike a balance among its various components 

and ~bjectives. It contemplates its implementation in successive stages 

but without rigid tine-limits. In tracing the broad lines of general and 

complete disarmament the programme identifies the priority measures to which 
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the first efforts should be directed. It also indicates the measures 

requiring f~rther and more careful study in order to overcome the existing 

differences. 

In the Italian delegation 1s opinion the master programme envisaged will 

have to embody the following principles: (a) that of a degree of flexibility 

in following the time-table set forth; (b) that of a balance between the 

measures to be taken in the different sectors of disarmament; thus nuclear 

disarmament will have to keep in step with conventional disarmament; and 

(c) that of appropriate co-ordination of global and regional disarmament. 

Hhen it comes to filling in the details of the programme my delegation 

feels that the following questions should be dealt with as a matter of 

priority in this order: first, nuclear disarmament; secondly, the 

prohibition ofchemical weapons and other v1eapops of mass destruction; 

thirdly, the reduction of conventional weapons. 

As regards nuclear disarmament, the continuation of the talks betweep 

the United States and the Soviet Union is still of fundamental importance. 

As foreseen in our programme, China, France and the United Kingdom should 

be able to join in those talks at the appropriate time. 

In the first sti=J.ge agreement should be reached on the complete cessation 

of all nuclear tests. The next stage should be that of disarmament proper 

under strict and effective international control. 

Measures might be adopted to strengthen the system of nuclear 

non-proliferation, without however ignoring or prejudging the right of i=tll 

States to develop, acquire and use nuclear energy for pei=J.ceful purposes. 

This right must be safeguarded in the most effective way. 

Parallel efforts will have to be made to initiate. negotiations on the 

reduction of conventional weapons and the armed forces. It will be necessary 

at the same time to promote urgent measures of co-operi=J.tion in bringing to 

a halt the dangerous and costly conventional arms race. To this end it 

would be possible to envisage, for instance: 

(a) pilot studies, to be carried nut by a group of Stat~s on a voluntary 

and reciprocal basis, for the purpose of devising and testing jointly an 

effective system of international statements of military expenditure, with 

the object of reducing military budgets; 
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(b) preparatory studies en the conversion of the armaments industries of 

the principal developed countries, the aim being to provide alternative 

lines of production while maintaining the employment rate at a constant level; 

(c) the periodical publication by the United Nations of data on the production 

and transfer of weapons and the development of an effective system for 

processing such data; 

(d) the establishment, on the basis of Article 29 of the Charter of the 

United Nations, of a commission, divided into regional sub-commissions, in 

which the principal arms suppliers in each region would participate, the 

function of this cornn~ssion being to maintain conventional armaments at the 

lowest possible level. 

To facilitate the establishment of these regional subsidiary organs with 

the consent of the parties concerned it might be advisable to consider 

establishing committees or peparate parallel groups in which the purchasing 

countries would participate. As a result of these activities an agreement 

for the gradual elimination of convent~onal weapons might be concluded and 

the first disarmament measures adopted. 

In devising a global disarmament programme, it will be necessary, in 

our view, to contemplate: specific measures to establish an international 

climate of confidence; detailed studies on problems relating to the 

application of peaceful means to the settlement of international disputes; 

renewed efforts to supplement the existing arrangements with regard to 

United Nations peace-keeping operations; studies and/or negotiations with 

a view to recruiting a permanent United Nations police force - in accordance 

with Article 43 of the Charter - and establishing an international organ to 

supervise the application of disarmament agreements in force. 

Lastly, it 'Hill be necessary to consider other problems closely linked 

to the disarmament negotiations: balance, v~rification, universal 

participation, methods of work, and so forth. 
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Another item on the proposed agenda .for the special session is the problem 

of machinery for disarmament negotiations. In recent years the problem of 

inadequacy of disarmament mechanisms has been very often pointed out as one of 

the main causes of the impasse in arms limitation and the disarmament process. 

However, the lengthy debate on the review of existing forums and the possible 

creation of new negotiating bodies seems to prove that, as a rule, disputes 

concerning ways and means of negotiation ultimately conceal a lack of political 

vlill and a persistence of serious ideological divergencies regarding the 

substantial disarmament issues involved. 

In our view the Conference of the Committee on Disarmament (CCD) has played 

a consistently leading role in the elabo.ration of most of the arms limitations 

and disarmament measures so far achieved. Having been in existence for many 

years, the ENDC/CCD has acqui:red widely aclmovrledged experience and skill which 

-vmuld be difficult to replace. The principle of selected partnership on the basis 

of geographical and political balance is one of the most valuable tenets of the 

CCD, whose main tasl~ is to negotiate. We believe that such negotiations should 

continue to be conducted within a limited body, which alone can guarantee 

effective and realistic results. 

Therefore, we do not see any need at the present stage to set up new 

or additional negotiating bodies, since we seriously doubt that more progress or 

more positive result.s on substantial issues could be achieved by increasing the 

number of mechanisms. The creation of new bodies would, we believe, result in a 

duplication of efforts and in a waste of en~rgy to the detriment of a rational and 

comprehensive approach to disarmament goals. 

In the last two or three years there has been increasing pressure, both 

within and outside the CCD in favour of structural changes in its organization 

and in the practices followed since 1962. During the past two sessions specific 

suggestions have been introduced on this matter which have allowed for useful 

procedural modifications, including the establishment of ad hoc working groups to 

deal with specific problems. The CCD has proved to be sufficiently flexible 

regarding the adaptation of its organization and methods of work to changing needs; 

further improvements could be reached in both the structure and the working methods, 

while prejudicial criticism could be avoided. 
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Furthermore, I<Je believe that before the ~pecial session meets al::... 

Governments should undertake, on their own national level, a responsible and 

open-minded review of their positions and approaches to the problems of arms 

control and disarmament, so that the session would benefit from the largest 

possible contribution in terms of rert:.~.:j -per.ts and new concepts. 

The Italian Government has duly considered, in this same spirit of 

open-mindednesG, the proposal to convene a world disarmament conference, 

ever since its introduction, and my delegation has actively participated 

in the work of the Ad Hoc Committee, especially as a member of its Working 

Group. \le feel that the topics which could be discussed at such a conference 

are strictly related to the results of the special session on disarmament 

of the General Assembly and that, therefore, a "r:J:,"~_n_ clisro1 '''Pi-·ent ~~on ,'erence 

should be appropriately preceded by an equally adequate preparation benefiting 

from the outcome of the special session. vle feel Fd- the same time that the 

full participation of the main military Powers,and particularly of all the 

nuclear-weapon Powers, should be ensured in order to make it a significant 

event. 

May I now turn my attention to some of the substantive rratters on which 

negotiations have been proceeding and which are specifically mentioned 

in our agenda. 

The Italian Government and public opinion have been following with 

increasing anticipation the d~ovr:= op -nl:s of consultations 

"Jstvr-:en tbe United :3ta· es and tJlR pSSR 1rii:ll a vie1r to bringing atout effective 

limitatioDs in strategic armarrents. 

In this connexion we see as a positive sign the recent unilateral 

declarations of the United States and the Soviet Union to commit themselves 

not to resume _the nuclear arms race and to make every effort to achieve 

new R(ireeL'ents. Vle sincerely hope that these agreements will lead to the 

prompt reduction of current nuclear stockpiles, as stipulated in the 

nuclear non-proliferation Treaty. 

The stakes are so high for people everywhere that the slightest hint 

of a break-through in nuclear arms control calls for the thoughtful support 

of the whole world. 
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The Italian Government has always been fully aware of the importance of 

nuclear disarmament. The elimination of all nuclear weapons in the context of 

general and complete :Usarmament represents the ultimate task if we want 

to spare mankind the impending menace of nuclear holocaust. 

Italy believes that the non-proJ i:ferRticn treaty should or must remain 

a corner-stone of the system of non-proliferation, setting restraints on 

both horizontal and vertical dissemination of nuclear weapons. The 

non-proliferation treaty regime - supplemented by full and universal 

application of Internatior..al i\tomic Ener3y Arwncy sBfer:•J.Rrds -

offers precise terms of reference for the rights as well as the obligations 

of nuclear and non-nuclear-weapon States, not only from the standpoint 

of disarmament, but also from the standpoint of international co-operation 

in the development of nuclear energy for peaceful uses. 

While reaffirming the necessity to render effective the non-proliferation 

regime, my delegation would like to emphasize that it is essential to the 

viability of the treaty that the nuclear-weapon States take positive steps 

in order to ensure to non-nuclear-weapon States the effective exercise of their 

inalienable right to develop, without restriction or discrimination, the 

peaceful uses of nuclear energy in its manifold applications and to benefit from 

international co-operation in this field. 

I think it is generally felt that no other question in the field of 

disarmament has been so lengthily debated in recent years as the comprehensive 

test-ban. The ground for a treaty on a comprehensive test ban has been carefully 

prepared in the Conference of the Committee on Disarmament and also in a 

\Ualified technical forum, the ad hoc Group of scientific experts to 

consider international measures of co-operation for the detection and 

identification of seismic events. This Group, in which Italian experts have 

taken an active part, has carried on useful work which is now approaching its 

conclusion. 

The Italian Government thinks that there need no longer be insurmountable 

obstac}es standire; in t.lle ~·ray of polH.ical decisj_on on this high priority matter by · 

the major nuclear-weapon States. There are, however, aspects of a ban which 

deserve further consideration. Verification is one of these, control being 

both an essential criterion for assuring full compliance with the provisions 
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of a treaty by all signatories, and a major requirement for safeguarding 

national security. 

In this connexion, we welcome as a positive and necessary step the 

tripartite consultations in progress among the United States, the Soviet Uni~n 

and the United Kingdom, which we hope will be able to surmount the problems 

and differences that have prevented an earlier agreement. 

The achievement of a convention on the prohibition of the production, 

development and stockpiling of chemical weapons remains one of the great 

concerns and priority aims of my ~~n Government. 

The Italian delegation in Geneva introduced, at the beginning of the session 

of the Conference of the Committee on Dis2rn:a;rent ~ a proposal to set up 

a working group to concentrate on the basic principles and some of the 

specific issues of a chemical convention. Vle regret that this proposal failed 

to materialize despite the support of a considerable number of delegations. 

Vle understand that some progress is being made in the current bilateral talks 

between the United States and the USSR on the scope of a ban, while the problem 

of verification remains a clip in the wheel. Clarification of this aspect 

is crucial for the promotion of rea] progress. 
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While we await with impatience the announced United States-USSR "joint 

initiative", which is beginning to seem long overdue, we shcmld l1.ke to 

state that direct dialogue between the two great Powers cannot solve all 

the problems which concern the wider community of States and that, in our 

opinion, ther8 is still an important role for bodtes like the Conference 

of the Committee on Disarmament (CCD) to play in this metter. 

At this stage we sincerely hope that the Italian proposal to set up 

a working group on chemical disarmament will come to fruition at the next 

session of the CCD in order that we may come to grips - as soon as possible -

with a problem whose solution has long been the aspiration of all nations. 

The CCD has given new consideration this year to a proposal for a 

convention on the prohibition of the development and manufacture of new 

types of weapons of mass destruction and of new sysJ~en:s of such weapons. 

This has turned out to be a very complex issue, !3-S a. number of informal 

meetings held with experts cave clearly 1.nd1.cated. 

However, my delegation would like to reaffirm its appreciation for 

the idea underlying the draft treaty proposed by the Soviet Union and to 

suggest that, in any case, the CCD should be invited to keep this subject 

under constant and close study. 

Another problem still under discussion is the problem of the establishment 

in specific geographical areas of nuclear-weapons-free zones. It is the 

opinion of my delegation that, given the differences existing from region to 

region, it would be unrealistic to predict and predetermine standard solutions 

to such a problem. He believe, however, that certain fundamental requirements 

should be observed, in any case. First, any initiative in this field should 

originate with the States of the area. directly concerned, in consultation amongst 

themselves and on a voluntary basis. Secondly, eventual establishment of 

nuclear-weapons-free zones should be assured by the parti~ipatton of all 

militarily significant countries in the Area. c:ucerned. Fi.nally; any c~Jurse 

in this direction should preserve the existing balance of security and avoid 

destabilizing effects. 
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In dealing with arms control and disarmament issues, I should like to 

emphasize the importance my Government attaches to the negotiations taking 

place in Vienna on mutual and balanced reductions of armed forces in 

Central Europe. These consultations represent a positive development in 

East-West relations and a meaningful attempt to reduce the risk of 

military confrontation in a geo-politically sensitive area. 

l\zy" country i.s taking an active part i.n the Vienna talks and looks 

forward to more decisive progress in the near future wi.th the ai.m of 

enhancing stabili.ty and strengthening security in an area which is crucial 

for the maintennnce of peace on our planet. 

I turn now to another subject which involves a wide range of issues and 

cor..sti.~utes a cF-.u.se of continuing apprehension for international public 

opinion. I am referring to the problem of conventional armaments in all its 

many facets. We have special responsibilities in this delicate field. 

Conventional weapons, which occupy a central position in the military 

arsenal of virtually every country, have a critical impact on the over-all 

security of the world. 

The conventional arms race - from the point of view of both expansion of 

the volume of international trade and acquisition by more and more countries 

of the capability to develop and manufacture new and sophisticated devices -

is a phenomenon which has received insufficient attention. Uncontrolled 

supplying and procurement of conventional weapons, usually prompted by 

national selfish interests, have serious destabilizing consequences -

military, political and economic. MY Government has frequently voiced the 

need to impose effective restraints on conventional armaments. In our view, 

conventional disarmament, quantitative and qualitative, should be realized 

in parallel with nuclear dis armament. To this end, practical new approaches 

should be explored as soon as possible in a regional, as well as a global, 

framework. 

In this connexion I should like to recall once again the proposal that -

on the basis of Article 29 of the Charter - the Minister of Foreign Affairs 

of Italy, His Excellency Mr. Arnaldo Forlani, recently submitted in his note 

(A/AC.l87/32, p. 2) presenting the views of the Italian Government, pursuant 

to operative paragraph 3 of General Assembly resolution 31/189 B. 
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After e~l, rhe establishm~nt of one or more s~~sidiRry bodies oD ths S?c~~ity 

Council workjng in the field of disarmament might Rlso help to revive 

Article 26 ard, at long last the task entrusted by the Charter to the 

Council in '·7hi..ch permanently sit the five nuclear-1deapon States. 

I earnestly hope that the Italian Government's proposal, like other 

similar proposals, will receive thoughtful consideration in the i'rRmei.J'Jrlr 

of further efforts to develop more effective apprcaches and prompt solutions 

to the various problems of arms control and disarmament. 

The problem of the so-called neo-conventional weapons - napalm and 

other specifically injurious weapons vlhich may be the object of prohibiticn 

or restriction of use for humanitarian reasons - has been a ccntroversial 

matter in the agenda of the four sessions of the Diplcmatic Conference 

on the Reaffirmation and Development of International Humanitarian Lm·7 

applicable in armed conflicts, which concluded its work on 10 ,-LmP 1977 in 

Geneva. 

The Conference adopted a resolutionwhich envisages the possibility 

of convening in 1979, after consultation with Governments concerned, a 

governmental conference with a vievl to reaching agreements on prohibition 

and restriction of such weapon~ including those which may be deemed 

excessively injurious or which have indiscriminate effects, in the interests 

of both humanitarian and military considerations. 

The Italian delegation in Geneva was able to join the consensus on the 

understanding that further consultations would be required in order to explore which 

are the most appropriate roads to follo~o1 in f~ture work on this matter 

on the technjcaJ_ and other planes. As was pointed out on that 

occasion the success of such a conference will depend strictly upon 

scrupuloup preparation and the effective participation of all States 

concerned. 

Another event of recent months which is worth recalling is the Review 

Conference of the Parti..c:s to the Treaty on the Prohil>i~ion of the Emp1_acem9nt 

of Nuclear Weapons and other \Teapons of Mass Destruction on the Sea-Bed and 

Ocean Floor and in the Subsoil Thereof held in Geneva from 20 June to 

l July of this year. It was gratifying to my country that no violation 
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0f the Treaty was recorded during the period under review and that the 

Convention happily achieved its primary purposes. 

I should like now to conclude by summing up the main concepts of our 

approach to the items under consideration. Disarmament and arms control 

must become an essential and vital feature of international relations. 

General and ~omplete disarmament under strict and effective international 

verification is not beyond man's reach. The moment has arrived to make 

necessity a virtue if we want to make this a i'Orld saf2 for thtc: existing 

generations and the generations to come. As I stated in the Second Committee 

at its 13th meeting, on 12 October, what we need is a global strategy for 

peace which would embrace all the problems, from the political to the economic, 

from the military to the social and humanitarian - a plan which would involve 

and commit all countries, individually and collectively. 
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In outlining the general guidelines to be followed in the solution of all 

these problems we should alvrays have a clear understanding of hovr each and 

all of these problems interact. \Je would thus be in a better position to 

realize how important it is to make the right choice in substance and in 

timing in order not to produce negative effects from which all could suffer. 

He should all know by now that the best way of serving our self -interest 

is not by scoring a few points at the expense of other nations close to or 

distant from our own country, but by acting together constructively, using 

the whole potential of our imagination, of our experience, of our knowledge, 

and by developing a common and strong moral will. 

It is the survival of mankind which is at stake - the survival, 

in other words, of ourselves and of our children. 

Mr. GB~HO (Ghana): Sir, it is perhaps unnecessary, if not 

embarrassing, for me, occupying the seat of Ghana, to wish to pay you 

compliments on your election to the high office of Chairman of the First 

Committee P.t the thirty-second session of the United Nations General Assembly. 

However, since this is my first statement in the Committee, I hope you and 

the other representatives will forgive me if I take this opportunity to p~ 

my personal compliments to you. The glory and honour brought to you by 

your election is something in 1vhich I freely and in all humility bask. 

I have no doubt that your esteemed qualities and diplomatic skill, which I 

have been fortunate enough to witness personally for the last 18 years, 

will be brought to bear on the conduct and leadership of our work in this 

Committee. 

My congratulations go equally to our Vice-Pr<~sidents and Rapporteur, 

with whom you share this singular honour of presiding over our deliberations. 
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It is the intention of the Ghana delegation to make statements on a few 

of the agenda items currently being considered by this Committee under the 

general title of 11 Disarmament11
• The decision to make these statements should 

afford us the opportunity to highlight important aspects of the complex 

problem of disarmament with uhich the Committee is now seriously preoccupied. 

The problems of detente and disarmament are vital issues to the 

international community at this time, and Ghana, as a State Ivlembc:r of the 

United Nations, vlillingly accepts its share of the responsibility for 

seeking avenues for curbing the growing arms race and also for promoting 

the friendly interaction of countries with a view to achieving greater 

international peace and security. In this intervention, therefore, as in 

subsequent ones, it is our hope that we can draw attention to different 

aspects of the general problem, from the point of view of a non-aligned 

developing country. Hith your permission, therefore, I wish to concentrate, 

on behalf of the Ghana delegation, on agenda item 33, relating to the 

economic and social aspects of disarmament. 

The interrelationship of disarmament and economic development is not newj 

representatives vill remember that it came up for consideration at the 

tw·enty-fourth session of the General Assembly. Operative paragraph 6 of 

resolution 2602 E (XXIV) adopted at that session recct'1111ende;d,_J.p_~-~-l? _a]-1:_§1, 

that: 
II ... consideration be given to channelling a substantial part of the 

resources freed ••• to promote the economic development of developing 

countries 11
• 

Eight years have passed since the adoption of that resolution and yet we are 

nowhere near reducing the level of military budgets, or transferring the 

enormous human and material resources now tied to the armaments industry to 

areas of development that desperately need them. On the contrary, we are 

witnesses to ever-growing military budgets in both developed and developing 

countries. 

The stockpiling of arms, both nuclear and conventional, has become one 

of the most dangerous developments in international relations of our time. 
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The performance of these weapons is so deadly that, unless the dangerous trend 

is halted, international peace and security, one of the key objectives of our 

Organization, vrill ever remain an illusion. 

From the point of view of a developing country, the Ghana delegation 

finds it unacceptable that we spend billions of dollars annually on arms 

while millions starve, cry for shelter and struggle for the basic necessities 

of life - and this at a ti11c '!hen ve, as States M "rcl:>ers of this 

Organization, have collectively undertaken to promote 11 higher standards 

of living, full employment, and conditions of economic and social progress and 

development11 for the international community. This concentration of our 

financial resources on the production and stockpiling of arms constitutes 

perhaps the greatest contradiction of our times, since our actions do not 

always match our collective declarations. 

The Secretary-General's report (A/32/l) highlights this contradiction: 

"For several years annual world military expenditure has been about 

$300 billion. By contrast the Horld Health Organization has spent about 

$83 million over 10 years to eradicate smallpox in the world - a sum 

sufficient to buy one modern supersonic bomber. That organization's 

programme for eradicating malaria at an estimated cost of $450 million -

half of what is spent daily for military purposes - is dragging for 

lack of funds. 11 (A/32/l, pp. 12 and 13) 

This ever-growing allocation of resources to the development and stockpiling 

of arms is happening at a time when the proposal to establish a Commodity Fund 

of $6 billion to make up for short-falls in export earnings of primary commodity

producing countries has dragged on because the proposal was considered a burden 

on the budgets of States Members of this Organization. But the Fund, a third world 

initiative, conceived within the context of the ;J.PH jnternfltioEal er::onomic order) 

is intended to help non-oil-exporting third world countries to have a steady 

source of income in the face of erratic fluctuations in the earnings of primary 

products. 
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There can be no doubt that this proposal, if accepted, would enable most third 

world countries to provide for their pP.c,ples good drinking water, good roads, 

improved health and educational facilities. Are we sericc;.sly to believe, in the 

present circumstances, that the production of deadly weapons to destroy ourselves 

and our civilization is more important than the creation of a better quality of life 

for our peoples? I leave it to this Committee to judge whether the ~)6 billion 

price tag in any way malces the proposed ini tiati:ve a burden too great to bear 

in comparison with the huge outlays on armaments. 

It is against this background that my delegation wishes to add its dismay 

to that already expressed by previous speakers at the lack of substantive progress 

on the question of d.isarmament and the diversion of the related resources for 

economic development. 

As a third-world country, our concern over the arms race is inspired not only 

by our desire for international peace and security but also for the substaptial 

economic possibilities which will flow from the cessation of the arms race. He 

believe the resources released could go a long way in providing food, shelter and 

the basic necessities for a large proportion of mankind. In this way we shall be 

helping a worthy cause and giving much needed succour to the millions who now 

wither away in penury and 1vant. 

In this regard, I wish to recall, if I may, the words of i"-'ll'. Fisher of 

the United States when he addressed this Committee on 18 October 1977 on the 

general question of disarmament. Mr. Fisher's remarl;:s to which I refer deserve 

the closest attention of States r.iembers of this Organization, not only because they 

may unwittingly dampen the optimism of those \orho seelc greater economic and social 

development at the expense of the arms race but also because they articulate, 

perhaps for the first time, an important position of one of the major Powers on 

the question of transfer of resources towards the creation of a bettereconomic and 

social life in the third world. In his contribution on the linlc between disarmament 

savings by the major Po-vrers and development, Mr. Fisher said: 

" • • • the idea of a direct linl<:: betvreen disarmament savings and development 

contributions raises for a number of countries, including my own, 

constitutional questions about the feasibility of automatic transfers of 
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resources. On this I have in mind our mvn constitutional requirement that 

Congress leg.islat~ the appropriation of United States funds for development." 

(A/C.l/32/PV.7, p. 71) 
Far from questioning the accuracy of this statement or the principle involved, the 

Ghana delegation is of the view that, given th~ right political will, savings on 

disarmament can be turned to development needs. In fact, we believe that the 

present debate on the subject in the world body constitutes part of the process 

for the formulation of the political will that should enable us to beat our swords 

into ploughshares. To this end, my delegation assures the international community 

that we are willing to participate in the focusing of the "new creative 

intellectual efforts" for -vrhich the United States representative has called 

in order to ensure that the legal and constitutional obstacles envisaged will be 

cleared. 

It is the view of my delegation, therefore, that the problem of disarmament 

needs to be reconsidered with a new sense of urgency and the whole limitation 

process intensified. 'He believe, in this regard, that, first, it should be 

universal, embracing both nuclear and conventional vreapons and, secondly, all 

l1ember States should be actively involved. Recent initiatives by the two 

super-Powers at reviving bilateral talks on arms limitation are worthy of praise. 

My delegation is, however, of the view that unless these talks are based on the. 

necessary political goodwill they will end up, lil\:e previous talks, as mere wishes. 

This goodwill, derived from mutual ~rust and confidence, is the sine qua non for 

the realization of their objectives. 

My delegation endorses the view that, as members of the Security Council and 

t.hose possessing the largest stocks of nuclear -vreapons, the two super-Poyrers have 

a clear responsibility in the matter of international peace and security. We 

should like to reiterate our belief that 1rhat the world needs is responsible 

leadership. Unless this responsible leadership, based on concern for the future 

of mankind as a whole, is forthcoming, efforts, both in and outside this Committee, 

at halting the arms race and transferring th~ freed resources to economic 

development would be an exercise in futility. 
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Now I come to the question of conventional and tactical weapons. My 

delegation shares the concern of previous speakers over the rapid rate of 

expansion of these types of weapons, and in particular the fact that these 

weapons find their way into areas where economic and social development of 

the individual should receive the highest priority. It is a matter of dGep 

regret that dealers in these \veapons have devised subtle ways of capitalizing on 

local disputes and often actively escalating them, obviously to create 

conditions for a lucrative trade in arms. vlhen this happens, scarce foreign 

exchange which s~ould othervrise be spent on development projects goes to the 

purchase of arms. 

Africa is one continent where this unhappy phenomenon is gradually spreading. 

vlell-known intolerable circumstances have dri~en peace-loving peoples to take up 

arms in defence of freedom and racial dignity. I refer to the political situation 

in apartheid South Africa,. in Zimbab"i>~e and in Namibia and to the c;eneral arms 

build-up in that subregion. In defence of a pernicious system of apartheid, 

South Africa has acquired arms on an enormous scale and, as r~cent reports indicate, 

is on the threshold of acquiring a fearful nuclear capability. This indeed is a 

most dangerous development which requires the urgent attention of the international 

community; for, if we are seriously concerned with the non-proliferation of 

nuclear w·eapons, arms limitation, disarmament and denuclearization, then we 

cannot, in the same breath, condone the nuclear development of a racist country 

that has shmm little respect for our co.llective decisions in the past and which 

is suffering from an acute siege complex. 

Defence budgets in South Africa now run at over $1.8 billion annually. 

Significantly, much of this outlay is earmarked for the local armament industry 

through the co-operation of Western Powers. The apartheid regime, thanks to certain 

Hestern.Powers, now boasts of locally-made military aircraft, armoured cars and 

virtually all types of arms required by its forces. The South African arsenal 

also includes sophisticated rockets and missiles produced under licences from 

vTestern manufacturers. In the light of concerns expressed by Member States, 

particularly the major Powers, about the nuclear build-up generally, it is the view 

of the Ghana delegation that this South African military adventurism must be 

halted by those who, perhaps unwittingly, have created the nuclear monster on our 

continent. 
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I have referred to the African situation not because I am unaware of 

similar situations in the Middle East and elsewhere but because the African 

situation is typical of a dangerous trend which, unless halted, will continue 

to expose our lrganization to accusations of insincerity of purpose. As 

the Ghana delegation has had occasion to state in this Committee on a previous 

occasion, we believe that it should be the responsibility of all States Members 

of the United Nations, particularly the Western Powers, to co-operate actively 

in enejng this situstion. To t~is ~nd, we should like to repe~t our 

appeal made last year in this Committee, namely, that the way to resolve 

the southern African pJ'oblem is by rigid enforcement by all States of the 

arms embargo imposed by the Security Council against South Africa in 1963, 

and immediate suspension of all nuclear arrangements with South Africa pending 

defusion of tension in southern Africa. 

Detente as an objective of the international community must, in addition 

to bringing about a thaw in the relations between the two major ideological 

blocs, draw countries of all sizes and strength together. The forging of 

such closer relationships will not, however, be possible unless we all 

attend assiduously to disarmament 111nd also prowote c;reater anr'l dare equjtable 

discourse between nations with a view to making this world peaceful, secure 

and prosperous. That is what the North-South dialogue is also about. It is 

the firm belief of the Ghana delegation that now that we are almost all 

agreed on the need to curb the arms race in the interest of peace, we should 

redouble our efforts to achieve a formula that would translate our hopes 

into reality and also exercise the political will needed to turn freed 

resources to the amelioration of the circumstances of the world 1 s poor and 

deprived. 

Mr. HYZNER (Poland): The general debate in the plenary meetings 

of the General Assembly concluded just a few days ago confirmed once again 

that questions relating to the consolidation of the process of detente, 

halting the arms race and opening the way to effective disarmament remain 

the centre of attention of an overwhelming majority of States. Particular 

concern has been expressed over the ev":r-o;~:rLrallin~.S C.cJ:''"> rcF~e uhich, as uas 

generally emphasized, poses the main threat to inte:rn8.ticn"'l LKo.ce 8nd 2FJ't1 ri. ty. 
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Also, the preliminary deliberations in this very Committee on an 

extremely important and timely item introduced by the Soviet Union, 

namely, ''Deepening and consolidation of international detente and prevention 

of the danger of nuclear war", demonstrate tt.a t there is a growing awareness 

of the urgent need for further persistent efforts to promote and materialize 

the process of detente and to make it irreversible, :P "i_ ,w.ril~r means 

of concrete measures in a sphere of disarmament. 

Many vords have been pronounced at tile United Nations about the c1isastrous 

economic and social consequences of the arms race. I do not intend to repeat 

the figures illustrating those consequences. They are well known to the 

international community and to public opinion all over the world. Let me 

recall, however, that global military spending - which, according to reliable 

sources, in 1976 reached the amount of some $350 billion - is roughly equivalent 

to 1-,-hEt at the current rate will have been spent nn foreign aid to 

developing countries in the next 25 years. At this juncture, I should like 

to quote a fragment of the statement delivered by the First Secretary of 

the Polish United Harkers' Party, Edward Gierek, at the Horld Assembly of 

Builders of Peace, held at 'tTarsaw a few months ago. He said: 

"The struggle to break the vicious '·i.rl:le of armaments and to put 

and end to the waste of the material resources and intellectual 

of mankind is certainly a task of prime importo.nce tndo~r. The 

effectiveness of actions directed towards this goal will greatly affect 

the establishment of better conditions to overcome the tragic differences 

in the level of development of various States. It will also result in the 

acceleration of socio-economic progress as well as tlw :~ohctinn of the most 

important problems of the present day and of ti-:.e fEtt'l'"'n. 

The socialist countries have always been actively engaged in the struggle 

for peace, security and genuine disarmament. May I recall on the eve of the 

approaching sixtieth anniversary of the Great October Socialist Revolution 

that its very first legal act was the historic Decree on Peace, which was in 

turn followed by numerous initiatives concerning, among other things, the 

most fundamental question of disarmament. 
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My delegation is deeply convinced that Curther consolidation of the 

definite progress in halting the arms race and promoting disarmament. 

On the other hand, it is widely recognized that political detente cannot become 

lasting ,1s long as the arms race, ttr'l.t i CJ t:J se:,', -'::·~""' :&tteTj Z'.l t'YElJ<:crccti,:Jn for 

1-rar, ccntir.ues unabated. 

The u:Lti.mc.te aim of disarmament negotiations is that of achieving general 

and complete disarmament under strict and effective international control. 

He believe, however, that because of known difficulties practical progress 

towards that fin1l 2:oa.'_ can be accomplished more effectively by stages, 

by a well-orchestrated variety of partial and regional measures. That is 

why my Government fully supports the comprehensive ·8J'·rl _c'r:::J.li"L.r; ,::>roGramt!le 

of disarmament measures contained in the Soviet memorandum of 28 September 1976 

which outlinPs the most urgent questions in the field of disarmament and, 

what is even more important, s~JO\TP in practical terms the way to resolve 

them. 

Unquestionably the most important and pr,:.ssin~ task before the whole 

international community is that of removing, once and forever, the threat of 

nuclear war. Guided by this consideration, the States parties to the Harsaw 

Treaty took, in November last year, a major initiative to propose that the 

signatories of the Final Act of the Conference on Security and Co-operation 

in Europe should conclude a treaty whereby they would undertake not to be 

the first to use nuclear weapons against one another. 
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The irnplenentation of this proposal would result in removing the factor of 

nuclear confrontation among the :participants of the Helsinki Conference, 

thus creating more favourable conditions for nuclear disarmament on a 

global scale. It would also constitute a logical follow-up of the agreement on 

the :prevention of nuclear war between the USSR and the United States as 

well as analogous agreements signed by the Soviet Union with France and 

the United Kingdom. We hope that those who took a negative stand on that 

:proposal will reconsider their position, since there can be no doubt that 

the conclusion of such ~ treaty would be in accordance with the vital 

interests of all States. The same is true of the important initiative of 

the Soviet Union for the conclusion of a world treaty on the non-use of 

force in international relat~ons, which would be a major factor facilitating 

further disarmament measures. 

My Government attaches paramo~nt importance to the Soviet-United States 

talks on strategic arms limitation. Their successful outcome, for which 

we sincerely hope, would have immense influence on the general political 

climate of international relations. and would add impetus to the work of other 

forums of disarmament negotiations. 

Our general attitude towards the basic problems of arresting the arms 

race and promotion of disarmament was presented at the current session of 

the General Assembly by the Polish Minister for Foreign Affairs, 

Emil vJojtaszek, in his address on 29 September. Today I should lH;e to focus 

on those items on disarmament among many on the agenda of this Committee 

which, in the view of my Government, are of particular, importance hecause of 

their direct implications for world peace and security. , What I have in 

mind are first of all measures to curb nuclear armaments. 

The threat of nuclear war, either intended or accidental, would greatly 

increase were ~ore States to acquire the capability of manufacturing 

nuclear weapons. Hence the prevention of ~roliforation of such weapons, 

which the Polish-French declaration of last September describes as 11 one of 

the principal dangers menacing ll1Rnkind", calls for the most intense attention 

of the international community. ~he recent reports about the danger of the 
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obtaining of nuclear 1112apons by the racist regime of the Re:public of South Africa, 

with all the far-reaching consequenc~s of such an event, has highlighted 

further the urgency of this question. In the opinion of my Government it is 

essential to undertake appropriate steps to prevent such a situation, to 

strengthen the non-proliferation Treaty and make it really universal, and 

also to ensure that co-operation in the peaceful uses of nuclear energy, 

which we fully support, does not creat0 a chann~l of acquisition of a 

capability to produce nuclear explosive devices. Ma~ing the non-proliferation 

Treaty universal is now an extremely important issue. vie hope that those 

countries which are not yet parties to that rreaty will contribute in this 

way to the prevention of a nuclear holocaust. It is also necessary to 

strengthen and make more effective the application of the safP«;uards of the 

International Atoraic Energy Agency, and to obtain guarantees that States 

non-Parties to the non-proliferation Treaty cannot take advantage of 

deliveries of n~clear equipment and technology for the production of 

nuclear weapons. This is not a question of commerce but a burning political 

problem in which world peace is directly involved. 

Another key issue of decisive importance for arresting the nuclear 

arms race is, the question of complete and general prohibition of nuclear

>veapon tests. The time has come to resolve this question, the more so since, 

in order to meet the wishes of some States, the Soviet Union has exranded 

its draft treaty on the matter by a new important provision on the question 

of verification envisaging the possibility of on-site inspections on a 

voluntary basis, declaring at the same time readiness to tah:e rart in a 

search for a mutually acceptable solution in this regard. We are convinced 

that the Soviet draft offers a good basis for reaching agreement on complete 

discontinuation of nuclear-weapon tests. It is evident, hm;ev8r, that the 

long-term objective of such a comprehensive ban can be achieved only with 

the rarticipation of all nuclear Powers. At the same time we welcome yet 

another display of goodidll by the Government of the USSR which, under an 

arrangement with the United States and the United Kingdom, had expressed 

its willingness to suspend nuclear-weapon tests for a certain period of 
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time even before the other nuclear Powers accede to the future treaty. 

It is our profound hope that trilateral talks between the USSR, the 

United States and the ~Jnited Kingdom in Geneva will open the w~y for prompt 

r:;:_cburation of the generally acceptable text of such a treaty. 

The dominant desire for removal of the threat of war has been reflected 

in the submission by many States of proposals for the eptablishment of 

nuclear-weapon-free zones in various parts of the world. Poland, a country 

which formulated a first plan for the creation of such a zone, continues 

to support the establishment of denuclearized zones and zones of peace on 

the basis of agreement among the States concerned. and in conformity with 

universally recognized norms of international law. 

Although from what I have said it follows clearly that the Polish 

delegation attaches the highest importance to the questions of nuclear 

disarmament, we. are no less vigorous in endeavours to curb tbe arms race also 

in other fields. One of them, where intensified efforts are needed to overcome 

the exipting obstacles, is the question of a total elimination of chemical 

weapons. vJe regret to say that progress achieved so far in this regl'lrd 

has not lived up to the expectations of the international community as 

expressed in numerous resolutions of the United Nations General Assembly. 

May I recall that five years ago the States of the socialist community submitted 

in the Conference of the Committee on T'isarmament a draft convention or the 

prohibition of the development, production and stockpiling of chemical weapons and 

on their destruction. This draft convention retains j_ts validity as a useful basis 

for the elaboration of a final agreement. 

As is known, there are two key issues that influence the pace of the 

negotiations of the Conference of the Committee on Disarmament with regard 

to chemical ~isarmament: the scope of prohibition and the problem of 

verification. rhe position of Poland has from the very outset been clear 

and unequivocal. My Government has always favoured a comprehensive banon 

chemical weapons as the only effective solution. 
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On the other hand, in order to facilitate the attainment of that ultimate 

goal, the socialist States have expressed their readiness to consider the 

possibility of a partial agreement on the prohibition of the most dangerous 

forms of chemical weapons as a step towards a total ban. 

As far as the question of verification is concerned, we continue to 

believe that national means of control, combined with certain supplementary 

verification procedures with regard to the destruction of stockpiles, as 

proposed in the Soviet melP.orandum of September 1976, lvould be adequate. 

We are convinced that a. satisfactory solution could be worked out on a. 

chemical-weapon ban bvth in the current round of the Soviet-United States 

negotiations and in the Committee on Disarme.ment. 

Itr delegation suggests that the General Assembly should urge the CCD 

to intensify its efforts with a. view to reaching early agreement on that 

significant and timely issue. Once again, my delegation is prepared to 

work actively with other delegations to that end, and we hope to be able 

to join in sponsoring a draft resolution along those lines. 

I should now like to refer briefly to the important question of the 

prohibition of new types of weapons of mass destruction and new systems 

of such weapons. My delegation believes that an early agreement to that 

effect would play a. major role in halting the qualitative arms race and 

preventing the utilization of the latest scientific and technological 

achievements for the purpose of war and mass annihilation. 

The submission by the Soviet Union of a new revised draft agreement 

has greatly facilitated the negotiations and the examination of that question 

by the CCD with the participation of highly qualified experts. We 

particularly welcome the flexible combination of the ultimate objective of 

a comprehensive ban on the development of new types of weapons of mass 

destruction with the possibility of concluding special agreements on specific 

types of such weapons. We expect that the Assembly will indicate its 

unequivocal condemnation of any development of new weapons of mass destruction 

and also request the CCD to accelerate its negotiations in order to reach an 

early conclusion of the agreement in question. 
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It is our firm view that, not the competition in producing ever new types 

of weapons and not the "balance of fear11
, but joint efforts in searching for 

ways of attaining disarmament and building a material infrastructure of 

political detente can ensure genuine international security. However, we cannot 

overlook that in some countries the research and development effort to produce 

ever more sophisticated and inhuman generations of weapons is fully under way. 

Vle cannot therefore fail to express our deep concern at plans for the production 

and development of such new generations of weapons, including a neutron bomb, 

which, if carried through, could not only give new dimensions to the arms race but 

also increase the danger of a new escalation of international tensions. 

The holding of two review conferences of the parties to the treaties has 

become another important feature of the multi-plane disarmament negotiations 

in recent years. I have in mind, of course, the Review Conference of the 

Parties to the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear 1veapons held in 1975 

and that of the Parties to the Treaty on the Prohibition of the Emplacement of 

Nuclear Weapons and other vTeapons of Mass Destruction on the Sea-bed and Ocean 

Floor and in the Subsoil Thereof held last June in Geneva. Thanks to the 

confidence placed in my delegation, Poland played an active role in both those 

conferences. In each case we have felt that they brought a new framework and 

continuity to arms reduction and disarmrunent negotiations. In each case, too, 

they confirmed the genuine interest of all participants in strengthening the 

consolidation and effectiveness of the respective treaties for the years to come. 

The non-proliferation Treaty Review Conference has been followed by the 

action of this Committee and the General Assembly in the area of non-proliferation, 

thus giving effect to various recommendations and decisions of the Conference. 

As you, Mr. Chairman, and my colleagues are certainly aware, the recent sea-bed 

Conference approved its final declaration unanimously. That declaration and other 

final documents of the Conference have been circulated as General Assembly 

document A/C.l/32/4, which also contains a number of important conclusions and 

recommendations agreed upon by all participants. 
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As a presiding officer of that Conference, I venture to say that it 

would be only proper and fitting for our Committee to make an ~xpression of 

our positive attitude towards the Conference, its decisions and recorunenda.tious 

formulated in an exemplary spirit of mutual understanding and co-operation. 

That is why my delegation, along with a number of like-minded delegations 

which actively participated in the Conference, intends to submit at a later 

stage a. draft resolution along those lines. 

The current year has been marked by intensive preparations for the 

special session of the General Assembly devoted to disarmament which is to 

be held in about seven rr.onths. we are gratified by the constructive 

atmosphere prevailing in the Preparatory Committee for that session, 

which augurs well for its successful outcome and which is largely due 

to the excellent chairmanship of Ambassador Ortiz de Rozas. 

It is generally recognized that the special session should adopt a 

declaration and a programme of action on disarmament. A group of socialist 

States, including Poland, submitted two relevant draft documents which 

contain the basic principles of disarmament negotiations and priority 

directions in which disarmament efforts should be concentrated. Both 

those drafts, because of their realistic approach and respect fc_,r the 

fundamental requirement of undiminished security of all States, serve, 

in our opinion, as a good basis for the elaboration of final documents of 

the special session. 

Obviously, the preparations for the special session do not in any 

way lessen our profound interest in the early convocation of a world 

disa.rmament conference - the most universal and authoritative disarmament 

forum. We feel that the special session should adopt a decision on the 

convening of such a conference on a specific, not too distant date. 
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One of the main objectives of the special session is undoubtedly the 

stimulation of onc;oinQ: disarmament talks on different planes of both e;lobal 

and regional character. In particular it should contribute to the further 

intensification of the 11ort of tLe Conference of the Committee on Disarmament, 

a valuable and \¥ell-tried negotiating body which pr~wed its competence again 

last year by its elaboration of the Convention on the Prohibition of 

includine; my ovm. Likewise, the recent active session of tte Conference of 

the Committee on Disarmament bears out its continued competence as well as the 

promise of sustained usefulness in further disarmament nec;otiations. 

The present state of international relations, characterized as it is 

by a growing trend towards consoltdation of international detente, is, 

we believe, conducive to real and significant progress in disarmament 

efforts. The increasing pressure of world public opinion is being more 

and more reflected in the constructive policy statements on disarmament by 

leaders and statesmen of many countries, including those whose voice is 

listened to with particular attention and eagerness. He should also like 

to stress the initiative and genuine efforts of the non-aligned members of 

the Geneva Committee on Disarmament in that Committee and in this Assembly 

in their drive to elaborate a comprehensive programme of disaro•1ament as 

a general guideline for future negotiating endeavours. 1;-Je believe that a 

large if not the ciecisive part of those enicavours vi~ ll have to lJe implementrod 

through the Conference of the Committee on Disarmament. 

Difficult as diverse aspects of disarmament negotiations may be in 

technical terms, they can bring meaningful results only if all participating 

States, including those poss ~ssino; nuclear weapons but also small and 

medium-sized countries, display a constructive approach and a genuine political 

will to arrive at nee;otiated agreements. The mobilization of that political 

will should remain an important task of the United Nations. 

Poland, together ·Hith other socialist States, spares no effort with a 

vi011 to ;.'ald.ne; Bn effective contribution to resolving the most pressing 

problems of disarmament. vle have, I believe demonstrated our goodwill, 

flexibility and e;enuine desire to find mutually acceptable solutions. 
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Such is and will remain our approach in all ne8otiatinG forums in which Poland 

participates on the regional or the global plane, including the Vienna tallm on 

the reduction of armed forces and armaments in Central Europe, the Conference 

of the Committee on Disarmament in Geneva and this Committee. 

The CHAIRMAN: That concludes my list of speal\:ers and as there are 

no speakers for tomorrow?either in the morning or in the afternoon I am forced 

to cancel tomorrow's meetings) but I hope that speakers will be forthcoming 

for Monday. 

The meeting rose at 4.55 p.m. 


